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ABSTRACT

The Process Development Laboratory (LDP) uses the ATALANTE C17 line for integral testing in order to
develop and validate spent fuel reprocessing methods and for overall qualification of calculation codes. Line
C17 comprises shielded cells and glove boxes, equipped with centrifugal extractors and laboratory-scale
mixer-settlers to test liquid-liquid extraction processes in an alpha and medium-level beta-gamma
environment. The high reliability and precision of the process instrumentation and control system allow full
control of operating parameters and comprehensive operating data recording, meeting the experimentation
quality requirements necessary for qualifying calculation codes. Direct online spectrophotometric analysis at
various points in the process provides real-time concentration data for vital elements, some of which are
difficult to analyze offline because of their poor chemical stability. Online analyses, supplemented when
necessary by gamma spectrometry, provide valuable process control input for reaching stabilized operating
conditions. Fifteen radioactive test campaigns have been successfully completed since line C17 was
commissioned in June 1995.

INTRODUCTION

Line C17 in the ATALANTE Safe Geometry Research Laboratory (LEGS) has been used as a laboratory-scale
pilot unit for alpha testing (1995-1998) to develop the plutonium purification cycle for the future R4 facility
at La Hague, and then for medium-level beta-gamma testing to demonstrate the feasibility of enhanced
processes for separating the trivalent actinides and lanthanides (1). These tests also contributed to the overall
qualification of the PAREX (2,3,4) calculation code, which is used for safety analyses in industrial facilities.

DESCRIPTION

Line C17 comprises seven containment enclosures (three shielded cells with telemanipulators, and four glove
boxes) on a linear floor plan, connected by open tunnels.

The biological shielding provisions of the hot cells consist of steel plates 100 mm thick; the front faces
include leaded glass viewports 380 mm thick providing the same degree of biological shielding as the steel
panels. The glove boxes are stainless steel structures 4 mm thick; the front faces consist of 13 mm sandwich
glass panels with glove ports.

The front side of the line is reserved for workstations (telemanipulators, gloves, control and monitoring
consoles, reagent supply unit); the opposite side includes provisions for docking radioactive material
transport containers {Padirac and waste containers) and for supplying reagents from two ventilated hoods.

Each enclosure includes flat subcritical geometry storage tanks beneath the work surface.

The line is connected to the analysis laboratories by a pneumatic specimen transfer system, and radioactive
aqueous liquid waste is transferred to an effluent treatment cell.

Laboratory-scale centrifugal extractors (1:100 scale compared to industrial units) were installed in the glove
boxes for alpha testing to develop the R4 process according to the flowsheet in Figure 1. The auxiliary
functions of uranium stripping and solvent treatment are performed in mixer-settlers for subsequent
recycling. After stripping and diluent washing, the plutonium solution is oxidized online by injection of
nitrous fumes in gas-liquid columns.
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Figure 1. Process flowsheet

The shielded cells were equipped with banks of laboratory mixer-settlers for research on separation of the
minor actinides under the SPIN program (one of the three research topics identified by the 1991 radioactive
waste management law). Tests have been conducted with surrogate solutions containing americium, curium
and radioactive tracers in addition to the elements simulating fission products. The test solvents are used in
open- or closed-loop configurations without special treatment.

Process Equipment

The laboratory-scale centrifugal extractors as shown in Figure 2 are single-stage units installed in cascades
of 4 units. The phases are drawn into the unit and mixed by the high rotation speed (3500-4500 rpm) of the
bowl around a central turbine. The phases are then separated by centrifugal force in the settling zone, from
which they are ducted to the next stage. The Plexiglas bodies allow visual observation of extractor operation.
The characteristic process volumes are 1 ml for the mixer and 8 ml for the settler; the total permissible
capacity is 5 1-h"1.

Uh

Figure 2. Laboratory centrifugal extractor schematic

Cyrano mixer-settlers with Plexiglas bodies are used in the shielded cells, with 6 ml mixer and 19 ml settler
volumes. A perforated rectangular plate spinning around a vertical shaft is used to stir the solution. The
emulsion is transferred to the settler by centrifugal force via an immersed orifice. The total permissible
capacity is 0.5 1-h"1.

Control and Monitoring Instrumentation

The process instrumentation is designed to allow full control of the operating parameters at flow rates
ranging from 3 ml-h"1 to 5 1-h"1 (Figure 3).

The very low flow rates are provided by extremely reliable plunger pumps; higher flow rates are generated
by gear pumps or rotary piston pumps. The pumps are controlled by mass, thermal or Coriolis effect
flowmeters on the reagent supply lines, or by level measurements in the flow vessels for solutions flowing
between devices. The reagent supply flow rates are also monitored by weighing. These provisions generally
ensure better than 1% precision and stability. The inflow temperature, measured by PtlOO probes or
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thermocouples, can be regulated by jacketed supply lines. The device rotation speeds are measured and
regulated.

Process control and monitoring is ensured by a programmable controller, from which the state and indicating
signals are centralized in a supervisor system for archival and logging of control parameters and operating
variables. System redundancy is ensured by a network of three supervisor PCs, and through the use of a
redundant communication bus between the PLC and the supervisor.

Online Analysis

Real-time monitoring of the process is ensured at nine measurement points by online direct UV-visible
spectrophotometry developed by the Instrumentation Laboratory. The spectrum range is 350 nm, with an
optical resolution of better than 2 nm; the maximum measurable optical density is 2.2. Absorbant species like
U(IV), U(VI), Pu(III) and Pu(IV) can be simultaneously analyzed at concentrations ranging from a few
hundred milligrams per liter to several tens of grams per liter with approximately 1% accuracy. The sampling
time for nine simultaneous data acquisition points is about 3 seconds (Figure 4).

The optical probes are either commercial models (Hellma sensor immersed in a flow cell) or specially
developed units for direct measurement through a transfer line between two extractors.

Online gamma spectrometry provisions in the shielded cells permit monitoring of the radionuclide activity in
the raffinate or production flows during testing.
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Figure 3. Flow rate log
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Figure 4. Online spectrophotometry

CONCLUSIONS

Fifteen tests campaigns have been completed to date in line C17. Six tests were conducted for the La Hague
R4 development program to demonstrate the feasibility of the process and to optimize the flowsheet. The
results of the following six campaigns were compared with those generated by the calculation code to qualify
the calculation model used for the sensitivity studies.
Three tests have been carried out under the SPIN program as part of the development work for
An(III)/Ln(III) separation flowsheets using new extraction molecules with surrogate solutions.

The C17 line is a small pilot unit in comparison with the high-level facilities, and is used with easily handled,
mildly irradiating surrogate solutions. This provides greater flexibility in operation and allows easier and less
expensive testing for process optimization purposes and feasibility demonstrations before final testing, if
necessary, with actual high-level radioactive solutions. The C17 line instrumentation and control systems
ensure full control of operating conditions and accurate and reliable acquisition of the data necessary to
develop process flowsheets and to qualify calculation codes.
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